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Student claims injury at Sj Arena
By Gerald Woodall
Spartan Daily Staff Winer

SJSU student Diane Wilson
said she sustained injuries Sunday evening while being ejected
from a Sharks game at the San
Jose Arena.
Apparently, Wilson and 30
other members in her group
were asked to leave following a
disturbance. When Wilson
attempted to retrieve her personal belongings from her seat,
she said she was literally thrown
out of the arena doors by securi-

ty

Greeks
compete
for fun,
charities

"He picked me up and threw
me out like a piece of trash," Wilson said.
According to a police report
filed shortly after the incident,
Paul Duren was the Arena attendant who ejected 22-year-old Wilson, who is 5 feet 8 inches tall
and 130 pounds. The report stated that Duren, who weighs 275
pounds and stands 6 feet 4 inches, grabbed Wilson by the shoulders with both hands and threw
her to the pavement
Jessica Caskey was also ejected
and said they were never told

exactly why they were thrown
out. She said they did not resist
and were not intoxicated or
unruly.
"He didn’t ask us any questions, he just yanked our tickets
from our hands and just told us
we were being kicked out. He
asked Chris (Chris Sublet
security supervisor) if we were
the right people. He said ’yes,’
and we were pushed out," she
said.
"He wrenched my shoulder
really hard. My feet were in the
way of the closing doors so he

kicked my left ankle out of the
way of the closing door," said
Wilson, a sophomore majoring
in liberal studies.
Despite repeated attempts,
Duren could not be reached for
comment on the issue. In the
police report, he stated that Wilson and Caskey "passively resisted." His statement indicates that
he gave the girls a "light shove,"
which resulted in Wilson’s fall.
Duren sustained a strained
left bicep from the incident and
was treated by paramedics at the
See INJURY. page 8

Splash dunk

By Deana Smith
Spartan Daily Staff Write’

Spirits are high and fun is in
the air as SJSU sororities and fraternities join together to participate in Greek Week 1994 activities.
"Greek Week is a time of celebration for the whole Greek system," said Greg Miller, Greek
Week public relations committee member and Tau Kappa
Epsilon president. "It’s a fun
week in which we can put business aside and meet one another."
The week, which has been
reduced to three days, kicked
off on Wednesday with a volleyball tournament at William
Street Park located near 16th
Street.
’There are so many of us that
have work, school and family
obligations that we scaled the
week down," said Teresa Dean,
member of the Greek Week
committee and song chairwoman of Delta Zeta. It is easier to keep spirits up for three
days instead of dragging it out
for a week."
The 19 SJSU fraternities and
sororities have been divided into
six teams. Five of the six teams
are composed of two fraternities
and one sorority Only one team
is made up of two fraternities
and two sororities. The team
assignments were based on the
size of the individual houses.
Each event is worth a certain
number of points, which will be
totaled up at the end of the festivities on Friday to determine
the winner. A trophy is given to
the winning team.
A canned-food drive will be
held today outside of the Stu-
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In an attempt to develop
innovative teaching techniques,
a new program was inaugurated
this year to provide faculty with
some relief from their normal
workloads.
The SJSU Innovation in
Teaching and Learning Fellowship was awarded to 25 faculty
members, providing reassignment for one year from one-half
of
their
teaching
responsibilities. These
fellows will spend their
extra time designing
and implementing new
instructional strategies.
According to SJSU
President J. Handel
Evans, the classes will be taught
by new instructors at no extra
cost to the university.
"It’s an excellent move,"
physics professor Alejandro Garcia said. "A lot of good stuff is
coming out of this program.
We’ve had great projects in
mind, but we never had the free
time. Now we actually have the
time to dolt"
Garcia is developing computer simulations for a preparatory

By Alex Betancourt
Spartan !kith Stair Writer
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Jon Doll, back left, George Mac, right, and a student who declined to be identified, center, formed a pickup game of water basketball at the Aquatic Center Tuesday to beat the spring heat.

Black holocaust depicted
in Bay Area film’ premiere
The Bay Area premiere of the
film "Sankofa," about the black
holocaust in 19th and 20th century Ghana, will be shown at
Camera Three today at 7 p.m.
The film is being sponsored
by the political science department, Student Development
Services, and the African American Association Staff and Faculty
Mentor Program. The cost is
over $5,000 for the one-time
showing of "Sankofa."
"It is important for people to
understand the past," said James
Moore, AS Program Boardfilmsdirector.
"It’s positive for us to understand this film. We have to move
past slavery," Moore said.

By Larry Barrett

freshman class in engineering
physics. The new course will give
the students much-needed background so they can succeed in a
department that has a 40 percent drop-out/failure rate.
The fellows’ assignments
began this semester and will continue through the Fall ’94. Along
with designing new projects, the
fellows will meet with their colleagues to discuss programs and
make presentations. At the end
($f the year, they plan to
work
within
their
departments to institute
their innovations.
Well, if it works, it
ill be great," senior
hild
development
major Marie Gan said.
"A lot of teachers come in and
teach straight out of the book
and give nothing to the students.
I’m all for new teaching methods if students are going to benefit from it"
Karen Ceppos, library and
information science professor, is
using her extra time to develop
means of bringing higher education into the 21st century.
See FELLOWS page 8

Commencement
to feature White
House director

See GREEKS, page 6

By Ilene Meeks
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Fellowships
granted for
new tactics

Senior film major Moore said
he considers himself a bridge
builder.
Moore said he believes the
love is coming from everyone to
help bring this movie to the
West Coast and that it will be a
nice event for people to come
out and support.
"I am trying to get my own
experience. I am building my
bridge right now, so when I do
leave here, I won’t be a starving
artist," Moore said.
Cobble Harris, political science professor and president of
the African American Association Staff and Faculty Mentor
Program, is helping support the
film.
"It will serve as a corrective to
See FILM. page 3

SJSU alumnus Lee Brown,
director of the White House
Office of National Drug Control
Policy will address graduates and
their guests at this year’s commencement exercises.
A school alumnus is traditionally chosen to speak at the university’s graduation ceremony.
according to Daniel Buerger,
who has coordinated the event
for 11 years.
"It’s hard to find prominent
alumni in major positions,"
Buerger said. "It shows graduates
and guests that people who have
received degrees here have succeeded. I think a lot of people,
especially the graduates, are
impressed by that."
Brown graduated from SJSU
in 1964 with a master’s degree in

sociolog: lie began his career as
a San Jose police patrolman and
later became an undercover narcotics officer for the city.
"San Jose and San Jose State
provided me with the basis for
being where I am right now,"
Brown said. "As a graduate student in sociology with an emphasis in criminal justice. San Jose
State provided me with a broad
understanding of the complexity
of addressing the problems of
drugs and crime in America"
As director of the White
House Office of National Drug
Control Policy, Brown works to
develop effective drug control
strategies. He says he still draws
heavily on his experiences as a
San Jose police officer and graduate student at SJSU in the daily
See SPEAKER. page 7

Cookie commercial filmed on campus
By Can Bmglia
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The Tower Lawn was
abuzz with lights, cameras
and bodies Tuesday as a
commercial for a Korean
chocolate chip cookie was
filmed.
Students and passersby
swarmed to the area to see
what all the commotion
was about.
Marketing junior David
Lang saw the commercial
as an opportunity to miss
class.
"I saw them filming, so
I came out here to watch
and get a tan," Lang said
lying shirtless on the grass.
Curiosity also brought
out UPD cadet Lt. Todd

Krasno, who found the
whole filming process boring.
"Somebody told us it
was a commercial for
doughnuts, so we had to
come," Krasno said jokingly.
UPD cadet Sgt. Eric
Wong who was assigned to
the activity said that
although it was tedious, it
was SJSU’s "five minutes
of fame."
It was a day of fame for
SJSU drama students Margaret Marten and Greg
Rodriguez, who were chosen as extras in the commercial. Sent over by their
Drama 10 instructor
See COOKIE. page 8
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Director Sik Park, in hat, was on campus Tuesday with his film crew in order
to film a cookie commercial, which will air on Korean television.
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Letters to the Editor

New anti-drug law only a ploy
to get money
Senate Bill 2006, introduced by the Wilson
administration last week, is an ineffective
deterrent to drug use.
Hie bill is the latest installment in the war on
drugs. Californians convicted of the most minor
drug offense from possessing a Valium tablet
to a kilo of cocaine will face a six-month suspension of their driver’s license.
The bill, however, seems to be merely a front
for ending the war on drugs. The real motivation
behind the bill is millions of dollars at stake in federal highway funds.
In 1991, the Bush administration enacted a law
requiring states to suspend the licenses of drug
criminals. If anyone refused, there would be a 5
percent loss of federal highway funds. California
was among eight states that refused. Three years
later, California has had $47 million in funds
withheld.
An additional $54 million is expected to be
withheld this year. To get the money, the California Department of Motor Vehicles was asked to
perform a study on drugs and traffic safety to gain
support for the bill.
The study purportedly shows that alleged drug
criminals have worse driving records than other
motorists. Thus, the study was cited as evidence
that California is in dire need of a law that will get
drug offenders off the road.
The study creates the illusion of a real need for
something (to get offenders off the road). It
wouldn’t Took good for Wilson to admit in one
form or another that he doesn’t care about drug
offenders and their presence on the streets of California. What looks like a concern for public safety is really a ploy to get millions of dollars.
Sponsors of the bill, such as Sen. Tim Leslie,
(R-Roseville), say the measure will be an effective
deterrent for those people who value their privilege to drive.There is no proof, however, that
license suspensions actually deter the use and
abuse of drugs.
The law will get those who drive when they’re
most definitely Incapable of it and when they’re
most likely to hurt the innocent by their actions.
What about those who weren’t anywhere near
their cars at the time of their drug offense? What
if they were in their homes and weren’t even planning on coming out until they were sober? The
measure is taking away a privilege that was not
even being abused at the time.
Senate Bill 2006 will never work to stop drug
abusers or those who traffic in drugs because that
is not what it is really intended to do. SB 2006 is a
greedy ploy to get more money from the government.

Sus lost Sure UNiveusrry

Inadequate welfare systems
make today’s families suffer
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Wake up and smell the coffee
his morning, like many
others, I started off
with a large cup of coffee and one of the cafeteria’s
cancer muffins (a slab of ham
loaf on a crusty English muffin
with a cholesterol bomb and a
slice of orange imitation dairy
product).
I thought to myself "Oh, what
a beautiful morning. Why don’t
I just clog my arteries, get my
pulse to racing with a cup’o’caffeine, have a major coronary
blow out and call it a day?" This
is what I call inspiration for joining the rat race. I need that
brew to kick start the ol’ ticker,
anyway.
Coffee; it’s the best. What better way to tickle your fancy (or
bladder) than with a steaming,
brown liquid made by pouring
hot water over burnt, crushed
seeds picked by underpaid
South American laborers just
before you go into another
tedious lecture?
I have to write a serious column about coffee, however. To
real Java aficionados, coffee is
not a humorous subject. It is a
lifestyle alternative.
Coffee junkies just don’t sit
down with a cup of "joe" and
skim over the crossword and the
funnies. They sit in little coffee
houses, "cafes," and sip on a fine
melange while stroking their
collective chins and talking
about life, death, Freud and the
fascist state.
Flashback with me if you will:
You had your first sip while sitting on your grandfather’s lap

KYLE PRESTON REGISTER

Everything in Moderation
and you wrinkled your nose and
made a face that everyone
thought was so adorable.
Now, jump to your teen years.
You sneaked out of the house,
smoked cigarettes and drank
coffee in an open-all-night diner
with friends. You were alternately giggling in a booth and
"’bleeding your lizard" until
nearly dawn. Your cherubic
innocence was traded in for a
raging case of acne and a sense
of hooliganism activated by caffeine.
Now you’re in college. If
you’re like me, you have more
coffee than blood coursing
through your veins. As finals
approach, you’ll notice that
your already ticklish bladder has
a hair trigger on it. You’ll develop a facial twitch that rivals certain epileptic seizures and movements of the San Andreas fault.
Coffee will overtake your
veins and you would give Dracula the jitters. You will need it to
rise in the morning and to go to
sleep at night. You d trade a kidney for a black cup of mud during a Colombian bean em
How did it come to this? That
first sip of Grampa’s nearly

made you loose your cookies
and now you’re an addict.
Part of the problem is how
accessible and culturally acceptable coffee is. You’ll find a coffee pot in nearly every office as
well as in every nook of the campus near a water source and an
electrical outlet
Little coffee houses, with
tables the size of Frisbees, spring
up faster than toadstools on the
outskirts of campus (near pizza
parlors and pubs). And even
when the sign in the classroom
says "No Food or Drink," most
professors will let you keep a
trough-sized thermos next to
your desk as long as it doesn’t
block the aisle.
The reason coffee is so
acceptable is because everyone
else. on campus could be just as
much a coffee zombie as you or
me. The administrators, the faculty, the cafeteria staff and students all "ones" for some. Even
the stoic librarians, noted for an
untarnishable prudish reputation, brew cauldrons of the stuff
back in the map room and disappear for a fix every two or
three hours.
There is only one way to offset the addiction, but some say
the cure is worse than the poison. It’s said the cure just creates
a vicious cycle of paranoia and
mistrust.
The cure: Beer. But that is
another column.
Kyle Preston Register is a Daily
staff columnist. His column
appears every Thursday.

Abandonment of higher religion
I was 6 years
When
old, my mom met
her second husband. He was a Mormon.
Somehow, he managed to
convert me, my mom and my
brother from Catholicism to
Mormonism. I was baptized at
age 7 and from then on, I dutifully went to Church for three
hours every Sunday. I paid my
tithing, a fee paid to the church
about every week.
Not much time passed before
I hated going to church. I wondered what difference it would
make if! went for three hours,
one hour, or never. I began to
question the things I was told
about the Bible and the Book of
Mormon. The story of Joseph
Smith (the church s founder)
seeing the Holy Ghost and Jesus
in the back woods seemed a little unlikely to me.
Back then, if you saw visions,
you were a saint to be revered.
Today, you’re a schizophrenic.
The rules to be followed on
pain of excommunication were
over-stepping their boundaries.
No caffeine, no drugs, no tobacco, no alcohol. -Inside the
church, no African-American
(since I left the church, at least)
had ever held a prominent position (such as a Bishop or
Prophet). Homosexuality was
absolutely forbidden.

HEATHER HAYES
Writer’s Forum

’I left the Mormon
church ... because I
think a lot of the
preach about
holiness ... is really
a front for
intolerance.’
I left the Mormon church
and religion altogether because
I think a lot of the preach about
holiness, love and peace is really
a front for intolerance, manipulation through guilt and sheer
nosiness about anyone’s private
life.
I have never felt totally welcome in any church. In the Mormon church, it seemed as
though if you didn’t abide by all
the rules and listen to the Tabernacle Choir on Sundays, you

weren’t accepted. But come Sabbath, I’d hear preaching against
the very thing I saw all the time.
Getting straight answers out
of those who preached the Bible
was like pulling teeth. There
were never answers to the questions I had. As a result, I grew
increasingly skeptical about the
Mormon church and religion in
general.
I don’t think I need a religion
to tell me how to run my life.
People should do what is right
for them. I realize religion is
right for some people. But I’ve
never gotten the proverbial rush
when I sat down on a church
Pew.
I believe in God, but I don’t
believe that I have to go to
church and do as a preacher
preaches to feel any fulfillment
that might be lacking in my life.
I gain nothing from church
I’d leave feeling like an empty
vessel.
For now, and maybe for the
rest of my life, I have abandoned
organized religion. It’s useless to
fake something I don’t feel. It’s
easier to live by my own rules
than someone else s. I am happier this way, dealing with my life
directly, and not through a higher power.
Heather Hayes is a
Daily staff writer

Editor:
I am writing in response to "Children are not
toys" published on the opinions page of March 15.
Apparently that particular student is fed up with rising social costs and rising taxes. Well, who’s not? I
too do not like the idea of paying for people who
take advantage of the welfare system But that is the
problem, the people who do take advantage of the
system, not the people who really need and benefit
from it.
One such group he cited as further burdening
the welfare system are the re-entry students who
have children attending SJSU. Ho suggests they wait
a while longer until they can save up enough for
child-care fees. I think this is a very unfair statement
to any student who has a child. In such cases, maybe
the reason for the parent to attend college is so they
can provide for their child. One problem in our
economy today is that most unskilled jobs don’t pay
enough to support families. There are a lot of families out there thatjust don’t have adequate resources
to devote to child care.
In our current economy, with the Federal unemployment rate at 6.5 percent (and California with a
substantially higher rate), families are trying to keep
up, to survive The welfare system provides for families in need. It is greatly benefitting those for whom
it was meant.
On the other hand, something does need to be
done to stop the abuse of the system. Reforms in the
welfare system should be made in that respect, but
let’s not blame those who need and benefit from it,
especially if only they turn to it temporarily.
Michele Guy
Advertising major

Writing majors should use 100W
as opportunity to perfect writing skills
Editor
I am writing in response to the DAILY editorial of
Mar. 23 regarding the 100W junior-level writing
course requirement. You seem to be laboring under
a misconception. The 100W courses are not
designed to drill those with weak communication
skills, but, rather, to provide practice in field-specific
writing.
As the staff of the DAILY is well-aware, journalism
is a specialized form of writing and the same can be
said for writing in other majors. In 100W classes, science majors learn how to write scientific reports and
business majors learn how to write business letters
and proposals. In the English department, literature
majors learn how to write critical essays on drama,
prose and poetry, while technical writing majors
learn how to write feasibility reports and manuals.
To use your art major analogy, anyone can appreciate art. However, the specialist needs to learn the
techniques of the art and the best way to communicate art to others. Likewise, the writing specialist
needs to know how to communicate in a particular
style, why using the style is important and how best
to use the style in getting the message to the reader.
English IA and 1B are designed to improve general writing abilities, while 100W is designed to teach
writing within a specific major. In this Information
Age, students need many opportunities to perfect
their writing skills, even students in English, communication and journalism.
Lois Retu Associate Professor
English Dept.

Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN DAILY provides a daily Forum to
promote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions to the page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty and others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page
must be turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box
in the SPARTAN DAILY newsroom, Dwight Bente!
Hall 209, or to the information booth in the
Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum
Editor, The SPARTAN DAILY, School ofJournalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose,
CA 95192. Fax articles to (408) 924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the
author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Contributions must be typed or submitted
on a 3.5- inch computer disk using Microsoft
Word on the Macintosh. Always bring a printout of your submission.
Submissions become the property of the
SPAirrAN DAILY and will be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Categories available to non-DAILY staff members are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300 to 500 word essays
on current campus, political or personal issues.
Submissions should be well researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words
responding to a certain issue or point of view. If
they are longer, they may edited for length.
Other articles appearing on this page are:
Reporters or Editor’s forum:
Opinion pieces written by the staff writers
or editors which do not necessarily reflect the
majority
ority views of the SPARTAN DAILY, the School
ofJournalism and Mass Communications
Co
or
SJ U. Reporters are prohibited from writing
opinions on issues they have covered for news
stories.
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Film: ‘Sankofa’ explores slavery in Ghana

The San Jose State calendar

From page

Thursday
ALL SAN JOSE GREEK: Greek
Week Skits, 7:30p.m., Music
Auditorium. Call Jo-Anne 9245964
AS. LEISURE SERvicns: Fire TShirt Raffels @ Basketball
Championship games, 5-10p.m.,
Event Center. Call Toby 9245962
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Dereliks, Misfit, Znfro, noon, SU
Amphitheatre. Call 924-6260
ARAB STUDENT CLUB: presentation: ’Designs in the Arab World
and their Contribution to Fashion. Emphasis on Women’s Costumes," by Aida Dalati, noon1 p.m., Guadalupe Room, SU
CAMPUS
CHRIST:

CRUSADE

FOR

Nightlife, 8p.m.,
Almaden Room, SU. Call Allen
275-6518
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Building A Winning

Resume, 2p.m., Costanoan
Room, SU. Call Career
Resource Center 924-6033
GALA: "Visibility: Pros &
Cons" 4:30-6p.m., Guadalupe
Room SU. Call 236-2002

Beethoven: Pianist Marina Grin
& cellist Robert Sayre, 12:301:15p.m., Concert Hall. Call
Joan Stubbe 924-4631
SJSU INTERNATIONAL CENTER
AND CAREER PLANNING AND
International
PLACEMENT:
Careers for International Students, 12:30p.m., International
Center, 360 S. I 1 th St. Call
Leann Cherkasky 924-6571
SJSU UNrivERsrrv DANCE THEATRE: Dance ’94, 8p.m., University Theatre. Call Elizabeth Price
924-5041

Friday
ALL SAN JOSE GREEK: Greek
Week Olympics, 1-5p.m.,
William St. Park. Call Jo-Anne
924-5964
CIENFSE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP:

Sharing, 2:30p.m., Costanoan
Room, SU. Call Wingfield 2526876
DIRECT ACTION

ALLIANCE:

General Meeting, 7p.m., Peace
Center, 48 S. Seventh Street.
Call Juan Ham 297-8445
SAN JOSE STATE FOLK DANCE
CLUB: Balkan & International

Folk dance class, begfint. (nonpartner), 8-9p.m. teaching, 9HEALTH EDUCATION DEPART10:30p.m. requests, Women’s
MENT: Men’s Health: Prostate
Gym, SPX 089. Call Mildred
cancer, testicular cancer and 293-1302
genital self-examination, noonSJSU FENCING CLUB: Meeting
lp.m., FEB 208.
& Practice, 5:30-7:30p.m., SPX
HEALTH SCIENCE UNDERGRAD- 089. Call John 280-6019
UATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
New Club First Meeting, 3p.m., SJSU UNrvERsrrY DANCE THEPacheco Room, SU. Call Jeff ATRE: Dance ’94, 8p.m., University Theatre. Call Elizabeth 924287-8680
5041
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP: Free showing of, "Do The

Right Thing" and "Bad Lieutenant:’ 6p.m., Campus Interfaith Center. Call Tim 298-0204
THE LISTENING HOUR: Live

SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS: Annual speaker Carlene

Ellis-V.P. of Intel Corp,
12:30p.m., Engineering 189.
Call Debbie 225-2150

Spartif.ittide is available to WI studenti. faculty and stiff organizations for free. Deadline is 5 p.m., two days before publication. Forms are available at the Sporran Daily, DBH
209. Limited space may force !educing the number of entries.

The main charade; Mona,
the absence of the Afriuui expe- played by Oyafunniike Ogunlflo, a fashion model on a shoot
rience through the Americans in
film." said Harris. ’There is not at Cape Coast Castle in Ghana.
one major film that covers the She meets an old man named
Sankofa.
slave period in America.
He is the guardian of the cas"Sankofa" is written, directed
and produced by Haile Gerima. tle and its history.
He encourages Mona to
Gerima said he is having a hard
time getting his film out to the return to her past as a house
public because many Hollywood slave named Shola on the sugar
producers are too scared to plantation. There she suffers
physical and sexual abuse at the
touch it.
The film moves back in time hands of a slave master.
Together with her lover
to tell a story of the caste system
of slavery through the eyes of a Nunu, they struggle to rebel
against white oppression. Shola
present-day model.
The model travels back in returns from history as Mona to
time to experience life as it was pick up her life where it left off.
"I’m not going to change my,
on a sugar-cane plantation in
story to make people happy,
Ghana.

DUI arrests
decline, DMV
Reports
SACRAMENT() (AP) California’s drunken driving arrests
dropped by nearly a third during the first three years of a state
law that lowered the legal blood
alcohol level to .08 percent, the
Department of Motor Vehicles
reported Wednesday.
The DMV said 260,150 people were arrested for driving
under the influence in 1992, the
latest year for which figures are
available, a 30 percent decrease
compared with the record
366,834 arrests in 1990. About
one in 10 arrests occurred in
connection with a traffic accident.
In 1990, a law went into effect
that dropped the legal threshold
for presumed drunkenness to
.08 percent. Previously, the level
had been .10 percent.
"The parallel drop in alcohol
related accidents, injuries and
deaths leads to the conclusion
that fewer people are driving
under the influence," DMV
Director Frank Zolin said.
Zolin said deaths from alcohol-related accidents showed a
23-percent decline.

said Haile Germina I merge see because it affects everyone.
’The impact of that, to
magazine, March 1994) "People
don’t understand (that) history have so many people scattered
world,
that
the
can help them. People don’t around
understand history can help affects the whole world," said
Imara.
them move forward."
’The resources gained from
In the Akan language,
"Sankofa" means "one must our free labor and the resources
return to the past in order to taken from developed human
move forward." The film nations," lmara said.
’They all have to have some
received good reviews when it
first opened a year ago at the accountability and some clear
43rd International Film Festival understanding of the impact
slavery has had on our underdein Berlin.
Nehanda Imara, a faculty velopment.
This is like some unwritten
member of the SJSU African
American Faculty and Staff chapters of history that the
student world needs to know about. We
and
Association
services/EOP know about holocausts; this is
development
specialist, thinks the film one of them we need to know
is important for people to about too."

Attend Our
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STUDENTS:

OPEN HOUSE
n introduction to legal
careers & the study of
law:

Saturday, Apr7 16, 1994
from 10 a.m. to I p.m.
Admission procedures &
requirements explained.
OMeet students, faculty,
and alumni.
Panel discussion: Law
practice & career options.
Sample law school class.
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Sikh Student Association of San Jose State University
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The Family Event of the Year!
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SJSU students learn the skills they need to have to...
=1

$1. OFF

ESPRESSO BAR

The class is
not only about
mountain
climbing. It’s
about bungee
jumping, sky
diving, environmental movements and different interests
concerning the
outdoors.’
Jody Firth

_r

Cioarmet Coffee Roasting on
W Premises with Scenic
outdoor patio
_r Gourmet Sandwiches,
Desserts b Pastries

E 4,4
449:4;),:00,,s1,411/1

MIN

RIGHT: Mountaineering
class member Mathew
Consoli climbs the wall at
REI in Cupertino during a
practice session for the
class. BELOW: Dawn Dibley climbs the wall, which is
15 feet high. The wall can
be changed to be made
easier or harder to accommodate the climber.

WITH THE PURCHASE I
SIMILAR SANDWICN

New E
Full E
Elect
Pool
NEW
MOMS BY KEN STATFLAMSPARTAN DAILY

By Deana Smith
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

the steep mountainifit,caling
ous terrain is a treacherous
feat in which death can
occur with the slip of a finger. The
only security is the skill of the
climber and the strength of the
rope.
The growing trend of rock climbing continues to spark interest
among the SJSU students who fill
the beginning mountaineering class
each spring.
According to Lar Caughlan,
human performance professor, this
class began 12 years ago as a basic
rock climbing class but was changed
to encompass the broader field of
mountaineering.
Students enrolled in this class are
given dassroom instruction as well as
hands-on experience. Caughlan
shows several videos and slides about
mountaineering. Students used this
preparation for the midterm and will
also use it for the final.
The class midterm involved a
field trip to REI, an outdoor equipment store in Cupertino. REI is
equipped with a rock climbing wall
about two stories high that the stu-

SJSU golfers win Western Intercollegiates tournament
ers and Justin Wright) who
The SJSU men’s golf team didn’t play well the first two
won its second tournament of rounds and were situated in the
the spring season capturing the five and six spots. They played
48th annual Western Intercolle- great the last day. One of them,
Kiates at the Pasatiempo Golf Powers, was in his first college
tournament and the other,
Course.
The Spartans and Fresno Wright, has a history of sparkling
State each finished the 54-hole in a final round."
Powers, a freshman, had a 76
tournament with 877 totals on
the 6,483-yard, par 71 course. and Wright, a 73, the best score
SJSU, which trailed the Bulldogs for each player in the threeby two shots heading into the round competition.
The Spartans were led by
final 18 holes, had a 292 team
score Tuesday to Fresno State’s senior Steve Woods, who had an
even-par 71 fora 214 total, and
294.
Since no extra holes were junior John Dauphin, who had a
played, the tie was broken based 72 for 215.
Woods finished tied for third
on the score of the team’s fifthbest player in the six-player for- with Kansas’ John Hess while
mat. Spartan Pomp Braswell had Dauphin tied for fifth with Freshis team’s fifth-best score with a no State’s top finisher, Joe Acos78, edging out Fresno State’s ta, the first round leader.
"The meat and potatoes of it
David Burroughs who shot a 79.
"We won this tournament was we had two golfers (Woods
because five of our six players and Dauphin) finish in the top
made a distinct contribution to five. They got themselves in posiwinning," SJSU coach Dick tion for us to make a run at the
championship,"
Schwendinger said. "It was a won- team
derful collage of collegiate team Schwendinger said.
golf. This was a great team effort
"We had two guys (D.J. Pow-

WESTERN INTERCOLLEGIATE GOLF TOURNAMENT
TEAM SCORES
Mondoo.T
Pasalernpo Golf CotlaMto Coln
6,483 yenie. it., 71
TA=
RCA
1 SAW
290
2 Fresno Slate
290
3 UC Santa Barbera 295
4 Oregon Slate
295
5 Oregon
303
66.,,..,
296
7 Bngbarn young
296
Pecalc
295
9 New Mexico Stale 300
10 Slerselaus Stale 301
ii CallIonas
300
12 UC Irvine
315
13 Weber State
303
II Nevado
302
Wastmnphyl State 305
16 Utah
307
170110 Stele
306
18 Son Diego Stele 306

294
293
293
292
283
300
292
292
299
309
314
289
299
306
307
3061
312
306

nal
292
294
292
294
297
297
296
300
299
289
290
301
395
302
299
305
304
319

2
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lion,’/
.qc
640 S. Winrhefilet
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SPAITAN annum
Spartan Dad,/ Staff Report

1620
(ne

student in the class.
The final consists of a field trip to
Castle Peak in the Sierra Mountains
off Highway 80 near Lake Tahoe.
The students will make a seven-mile
hike up the mountain, which has an
altitude of 9,000 feet. The final is
scheduled for next Saturday, weather permitting.
In the past, the final was at the Pinnacles, which is the equivalent of a
nine-story building. Coughlan had to
rescue too many students, however, so
the cite was changed to Castle Peak.
Caughlan said the class has
become more popular with women
over time. In the beginning only
two or three women were in a class
of 25. Now the class is about half
women and half men.
’The class is not only about
mountain climbing. It’s about
bungee jumping, skydiving, envi’It’s good to try the
ronmental movements and
ent interests concerning the outwall but it is very
said Jody Firth, another studifferent because real doors,"
dent in the class.
Students who can’t wait until the
rocks hurt your
following spring semester can use
hands.’
rock climbing gyms available at
Katy Burke Twisters in Mountain View and
audent tea dauber
Arete in Los Gatos.

dents had to climb. The wall has
intermediate
three levels easy,
and hard.
According to Holly Micah, REI’s
customer service representative, the
wall provides a good introduction
for people hut it doesn’t give a feel
to all types of terrain and the
degrees of incline. REI’s wall is
more for retail purposes than for
sporting purposes.
During the climb, professionals
are attached to the wall as well as on
the ground to ensure the climber’s
safety. REI designates Wednesday
nights and Saturday mornings for
these wall climbs.
"It’s good to try the wall but it is
very different because real rocks
hurt your hands," said Katy Burke, a

TRW
1177
987
890
881
683
685
886
887
896
892
904
906
907
910
910
920
922
936

In Monday’s article, "’Classic
not so ducky for sailing team:
Host SJSU finishes eighth in
Duck Soup Classic sailboat race
over weekend," the headline was
misleading. The Duck Soup
Classic consisted of two regattas.
On Saturday, the SJSU sailing
team finished in third place. On
Sunday, the team came in
eighth. The SPARTAN Dmi.v
regrets any inconvenience.
In Monday’s paper, softball
player Denise Bailey was incorrectly identified in a photo caption.

Ample Parking In

261-3398
2 for 1

Purchase any lunch
or dinner Sreceive
IS. 2nd of equal or
lesser value FREE.

Thurs
II 101, - 1,11
Fri.- Sat
11
- I2art
Not Valid With Any Ot
Exo. 5115/94

Major League notebook
(AP) STATSThe Kansas
City Royals lost 22-11 to Boston
on Tuesday night, the most runs
they’ve allowed in 3,986 games
since joining the AL in 1969.
STREAKSFrank Thomas
has drawn a walk and scored a
run in all seven games for the
White Sox this season.... Atlanta
lost on Tuesday for the first time
in eight games this season, beaten 7-5 by San Francisco.
SLUMPSThe Royals have
lost five of their first six games.
They started off 2-9 last year and
1-16 in 1992.... Minnesota is off
to a 1-7 start for the first time in
team history.
SLUGGERSMark Whiten,
who tied a major league record
with four homers and 12 RBIs
in a game last year, has struck
out 12 times in 22 at-bats this
season for St. Louis. He does
not have an RBI or an extrabase hit
SWINGSOakland
beat
Toronto 8-4 Tuesday night
despite being outhit 9-2. The A’s
did not get a hit after the first
inning. ... The Twins made five
errors Tuesday after making only
one in their first sewn games.

STARTERSTwins starting
pitchers have an 11.81 ERA this
season. They have lasted only 37
innings in eight games.
STOPPERSPadres reliever
Mark Davis, a former Cy Young
Award winner for San Diego,
has a 21.00 ERA after four
appearances.
STARSScott Cooper hit for
the cycle and drove in five runs
in Boston’s 22-11 rout of Kansas
City on Tuesday. Cooper, who
doubled twice, became the first
Red Sox to hit for the cycle
since Mike Greenwell in 1988.
STATUSJoe Magrane, trying to come back from arthroscopic elbow surgery, will make
two more starts for California’s
Class A Lake Elsinore team
before shifting to Triple-A Vancouver on Apnl 25.
SPEAKING" It’s too early.
It’s not how you start, but how
you finish." Barry Bonds,
whose two-run homer in the
ninth inning helped San Francisco rally past Atlanta 7-5 Tuesday night. It was the first meeting of the season between the
teams that battled to the final
day in the NL West last year.
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Greeks
From page 1

’The Olympics is the most
fun because everyone is there
and many people can get
involved," Delta Gamma treasurer Allison Tannen said.
The Olympics involve 14
events from a tug-o-war to a pieeating contest. A barbecue will
be held during the Olympic
events. The winners will be
announced at 5 p.m.
"The Olympics is always fun
because it is on the last day and
decides who wins," Delta
Upsilon member Roger Fortier
said.
Delta Upsilon, Theta Chi and
Alpha Omicron Pi won last
year’s Greek Week.
All students, faculty and staff
are welcome to attend the
events.
"We would love for them to
come to the events. It would be
really exciting," Dean said.

dent Activities and Services
Office from 3 to 6 p.m. This
event will benefit the Second
Harvest Food Bank. Each team
receives one point for every 20
cans. Any student, Greek or not,
may donate cans.
Tonight, the teams will participate in a "bag" skit show. Members from each team will be
assigned an idea and given a bag
of 10 props. They will have only
a half an hour to prepare the
five-minute skit. The skits will be
judged on various criteria such
as preparation and originality.
The skits will be performed in
the Student Union Ballroom at
7:30 p.m.
Friday, from 1 to 5 p.m., the
Greek Olympics, held at William
Street Park, will finish off the
three-day event.

Vacuum science

Dozens of Santa Monica freeway
bridges examined for retrofitting
LOS ANGELES (AP) Dozens of bridges on the
reopened Santa Monica Freeway will be examined to determine whether the spans can
-withstand a major earthquake,
’the California Department of
Transportation disclosed.
The examination is necessary
to determine if additional rein-

Seniors Dawn Dibley and
Emmanuel Mpock work on creating a vacuum seal for a project
they are working on in their senior
chemistry lab in Duncan Hall. The
process involves using a vacuum
pump to eliminate everything
from the tube except the chromium acetate sample. The students
must then heat the tube until it
melts and creates a seal, preventing contamination of the
chromium acetate.

forcement is needed, Caltrans
officials said Tuesday. They said
they don’t believe any of the
bridges would collapse in a
quake.
Retrofitting for 65 of the 283
bridges on Interstate 10 in Los
Angeles County was planned
before the Jan. 17 earthquake,
which wrecked two spans.
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Campus Interviews

Free books.

OLDE, America’s Full Service Discount Brokers"’ is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.

You may be accepted if you:
Agree to pursue a Missouri State teacher certificate
Commit to teach three years in the Kansas City
School District
Are graduating with a degree in
Secondary Education (grades 7-12) in one of the
following subiects or languages computers. mathematKS general science. reading, Latin, German, French or
Spanish
Elementary Education (grades K-6) with an interest
in math, science. reading computer, C011111111111C1110/11,
Montessori, performing arts. German. French or Spanish

A great job.
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a piece of

Just complete and mail this coupon, and well send you
details on applying for this rare career opportunity
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Mail to

OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up for
an on-campus interview on April 19, 1994 in the Career
Center.
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CODE

TITLE

UNITS

DAY

TIME

ROOM

INSTRUCTOR

3.0 LK
3.0 LEC
3.0 ACT
3.0 EEC
0.0 ACT

MTWR
MTWR
MTWR
MTWR
MTWR

r3o-1100

M WYMAN

1115-1445
0730-1330
1115-1250
0800-1100

ART 133
ART 133
IS 219
11G11 124
UGH 117

J LEFEVER

$45((.00
$4 S0.00
$480.00
300.00
5160.00

SIX WEEK SESSION (MAY 31 -JULY 8, 1994)
02,119
;KITING WRRSIIP
III P 100% I
0155"
INTI !TINE (;EOM
VIII 1111, 1

3-0 SEM
3.0 SEM

Mr&
MIIVR

1130-1335
1330-1505

SPXE 77
MN 425

WIVIIALTER
B RISACI1ER

5450.011
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NINE WEEK SESSION (MAY 3I -JULY 29, 1994)
41. 1 50
00524
LABORATORY
2

0.0

LAB

T

1030-1330
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SIaLAR

$220.00

3.0
3.0

LEC
LEC

MTWR
MTWR

0915-1050
1030-1205

ART 133
011 415

s BYRD

$450.00
$450.00

3.0
3.0
0.0
3.0
3.0

SEM Tit
SEM
R
LAB IRA
MW
SEM
SEM MTWR
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1900-2035
IBA
1330-1640
0915-1050
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$4 50 00
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Speaker: SJSU alumnus appears

crtistic introspection

From page

duties of a job that is the toughest of his career.
Brown was invited by the commencement committee, which is
made up of faculty, staff and students.
The commencement speaker
is recommended by the university president’s staff and finally
chosen by the president.
William Clark Jr., ambassador
to India and Japan, spoke two
years ago.
Last year, California Assemblyman John Vasconcellos (D-22nd
District) addressed the graduates
and guests.
According to Buerger, students do not traditionally speak
at the commencements because
the committee tries to keep the
two-hour ceremony as short as
possible. He said the recipient of
the outstanding professor award
is only allowed 30 seconds to
speak.
Although Buerger says that he
would certainly allow an award
recipient to speak, students normally choose not to.

California man
honored for saving
shooting victim

Wayne Jiang mounts a self-portrait for his Photo 40 class Tuesday in the Art building.

WASHINGTON (AP) A
Dallas mailman won his union’s
hero-of-the-year honors for risking his life to save a shooting victim from bleeding to death.
Isaiah Beavers, 46, interrupted his mail route to help the victim of a gas station robbery last
June 13, disregarding the danger of further gunfire to assist a
wounded man, according to the
National Association of Letter
Carriers.
Another Texan, John A. Nosier, 55, of Mesquite, was named
humanitarian of the year by the
union. Noster and his wife have
provided foster care for more
than 70 children over the past
19 years.

"Students will be thrilled with pie, it’s an holm to just he coiltheir awards, but a uowd of sidered for the award," McK26,0(X) people can be intimidat- e I idall said.
Regardless of who is allowed
ing, said Buerger.
The commencement commit- to speak, Buerger says that every
tee never chooses a valedictorian graduate should attend the trafor the graduating class. Instead, ditional ceremony.
"I think it is important
two undergraduate students are
awarded an outstanding senior because it brings a closure to a
period of life
award.
where you made
According
a major achieveto Benjamin
6I
ment to get a
McKendall,
think it is a
degree," Buerger
vice president
tremendous
said. "I think it is
of
student
a
tremendous
affairs,
the
to
not
mistake
mistake to not
undergraduattend a ceremony attend a ceremoate awards are
that says thank
given to stuthat says "thank you ny
you for a job well
dents
who
for a job well
done."
have a cumuMore
than
lative
CPA
done."’
over 3.75 and
Daniel Buerger 6,500 bachelor’s
and master’s canwho
have
and
didates
demonstrated
approximately
significant
25,000 guests are
leadership or
expected
this
contributions
to the university community.
year.
The ceremony begins at 9:30
"They’re very hard to choose
from. They’re all such good peo- am. May 28 at Spartan Stadium.
rment ro4,rdinalOr

The SWE Annual Speaking Event
Inventing the future:
Men and Women in the
Wodcing Environment
Friday, April, 15th
12:30 pm
at the
Engineering Auditorium,
Engineering Building
Featuring:
Carlene Ellis
V.P. Information Technology
Intel Corp.
Presented by the Society of Women Engineers
funded by Associated Students

The dictionary has at
least three definitions for
"value:’ So do we.
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available within your budget. Meaning you get it all. Power. Quality. And affordGiving people more value for their money has made Macintosh’ the best-selling
ability. It’s that simple. So, if that sounds like value
personal computer on campuses and across the counAffordable computers from Apple.
to you, visit your Apple Campus
try for the past two years! And that’s a trend that is
Reseller today. And leave your dictionary at home.
likely to continue. Because there are Macintosh and PowerBook’ models
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For all of your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 924-1809
5% off all CPU’s in stock. Prices good from April 1 to April 30.
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Fellows
From page I
Tin working to adapt current curricula that can be developed through two-way interactive TV," Ceppos said.
According to Ceppos, multiinedia instructional modules will
be used for introductory level
graduate courses in the program.
In the future, she envisions
the possibility of students reedybig instruction at home.
"It’s pretty terrific to have
time to think about new ways of

SPARTAN DAILY

Cookie: Koreans choose to film ad at SjSU
doing things," Ceppos said.
According to Maynard Robinson, interim academic vice president, educational success
depends on the inventiveness of
the faculty. Good teaching
requires constant renewal and
examination, efforts that are
ongoing within our educational
system and many others.
"It’s a good idea," junior environmental
studies
major
William Toth said. ’Teaching
methods have to progress with
technology and this program
gives them the time to do it."

From page I
Buddy Ruder, the pair went to
see if they could get a part.
Sophomore art
major
Marten wants to go into acting
in television or film and sees
her part as a step in the right
direction.
On
the other hand,
Rodriguez, a transfer student
majoring in biology has already
had bit parts on the big screen.
He served as an extra in the
movie ’The Bonfire of the Vanides," but said he "ended up on

the cutting room floor."
Won Park, production coordiBoth were given lunch and nator for PANCOM Internawere paid for their acting but tional, a Los Angeles advertisdid not know how much they ing firm.
would earn for their help. They
The director, agency personhad to stay at the site from nel and the actress, Hwang
10:30 am. to 4 p.m.
Jina, all came from Korea to
"Margaret and I were reallz film the commercial. They
bored for the first hour here,
were looking for an eastern, ivyRodriguez said. "It’s extremely league-school atmosphere.
dull when you’re not being
"We looked at every campus
used."
(in California) and it was either
The commercial was for the here or the University of the
Orion company, which is the Pacific," Park said. "We chose
Korean version of Nabisco, said here."

Local production companies
as well as a Los Angeles company were at SJSU to create commercial magic.
Sidewalks were sprayed with
water to give a glossy effect as
the Korean actress pedaled her
bike along the sidewalk past
the fountain and ivy-covered
tower.
The 30-second commercial
will be aired exclusively in
Korea and the production crew
finished filming in Stockton
Wednesday.

Injury
From page I
arena for his injury.
Wilson saw a doctor for her
injuries later that day. According
to her doctor’s report. she suffered a sprained nght shoulder
and elbow. a 5-inch contusion to
her right tricep and a contusion
to her ankle.
She now must wear a sling
and did not attend work or
school Monday.
Mike Kolatski is the manager
of guest services for the Arena.
He oversees the security at the
games, which is provided by
Staff Pro.
"Supervisors of security are
told to use discretion on an individual basis when ejecting customers from games. We don’t

want to comment on this
alleged incident." Kolatski said.
Wilson said she could not
believe how the arena staff
chose to react to Sunday’s incident.
1 was so surprised that the
(the security) were so rude and
so callous while I was sitting
there sobbing my head off and
couldn’t move my arm. He
(Sublet) didn’t even say sorry. I
don’t feel it is safe there," Wilson
said.
Wilson said she has several
other witnesses to the incident
as well as photos of her injuries.
She is currently consulting a
lawyer to pursue a civil case.
"I plan on taking this all the
way," she said.

PHOTOS PT ITANFTTE HANNASPARTAN DAILY

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Call 1-800-45-TEACt 1

Reach the
SJSU market.
ADVERTLSE in
the
SPARTAN DAILY!

Reath for the Power
rTV rIII1
1.4.a.l.A

SANTA
CLARA
SUMMER
SESSION

ABOVE: Hwang Jina, center, rides a bike through campus for the filming of a cookie commercial while the camera crew follows her on tracks.
LEFT: Jack Wiley, the crane owner/operator, takes a break during the filming.

Redding crews clean up toxic ammonium nitrate
from overturned truck; local area evacuated
REDDING, Calif. (AP) A
tanker
truck
overturned
Wednesday on Interstate 5,
spilling toxic ammonium nitrate
and closing California’s main
north-south freeway.
The area around the Pit River
Bridge 10 miles north of Redding was evacuated, but few peo-

ple live there, the Highway
Patrol said.
The Alpha Ireco thick was
transporting the chemical to
Seattle when it overturned just
north of the Pit River Bridge
about 7:30 a.m.
Jim Ross, 28, of Redding said
he was driving his flatbed truck

about 60 mph when the 18wheeler passed him.
A hazardous materials emergency response guidebook
instructs officials to evacuate an
area for three-quarters of a mile
in all directions in wrecks involving ammonium nitrate, the CHP
said.
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Look what the best regional university west of the
Rocky Mountains (ranking by U.S. News and World Report)
has to offer:
Small and personal classesmost have fewer than 20
students
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An intimate campus
Classes taught by Santa Clara

faculty
11.99 CD 7.99 CS

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

MATHEW SWEET
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Reduced tuitionjust $500 to $625 per class
Registration by mail and open to all students (no application
necessary)
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Easy transfer of most units
A wide range of the courses you needfrom liberal
arts core to pre-med

Afit1

www._

A semester’s worth of work in just two five-week sessions:
June 16July 22 and July 25August 30

Call now for more information and a catalog(408)

554-4833

SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY

’Ea

8.99 CD 4.99 CS

moo. 11.1

11.99 CD 7.99 CS
OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY!

11.99 CD 7.99 CS
SALE ENDS 4/30/94
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Israeli bus bombed
IADERA, Israel (AP) ElIA bomb exploded on a
crowded bus Wednesday
moments after it pulled into a
station in northern Israel, killing
six people and wounding 28.
An extremist Islamic group
opposed to Arab-Israeli peace
talks claimed responsibility.
One passenger, Shosh Amuransky, wept as she told of passengers having to step over a
small boy’s body to get out after
the explosion.
"There were pieces of flesh
and blood around me," she
said. "We couldn’t get the doors

open. We had to go out the
windows.*
As police cleared the area,
another bomb went off on a
bench about 20 yards from the
bus. No one was injured, police
said.
The Islamic group Hamas
said it carried out the attack in
retaliation for the Hebron
mosque massacre of 30 Palestinians. "Our attacks will not
cease until the occupation of
our lands is ended," a Hamas
spokesman, Ibrahim Ghosheh,
told The Associated Press in
Jordan.

Lee criticized U.S. officials
and media who asserted Singapore’s punishment is too severe
for Michael P. Fay, who admitted to vandalizing cars.
Fay, 18, has until April 20 to
formally plea for clemency
against his sentence of six lashes by a rattan cane. Fay was also
given four months behind bars
and a $3,500 fine.
The Kettering, Ohio, youth
was convicted last month after
pleading guilty to spraying
paint and tossing eggs at cars
last year along with several
other foreign teens.

Defendant in hate crime confesses, asks for forgiveness
DUESSELDORF, Germany
(AP) - A 24-year-old defendant confessed in hushed tones and asked forgiveness as
he and three other youths went
on trial for murder Wed-nesday
in the worst hate crime to convulse united Germany.
"I can’t stop being sorry for
what we’ve done, and I am endlessly ashamed," Markus Gartmann said of the firebombing

that killed five Turkish women
and girls.
Gartmann is the only defendant known to belong to a neoNazi group and is the oldest of
the four.
His apology to relatives of the
dead women and girls - aged 4,
9, 12, 18 and 27 - was barely
audible. Several times, he was
asked to repeat himself as he told
the court of a life of drinking and

TEACHERS Pre-school/eiem
childcare, min. 6 ece units req.
South Valley Family YMCA now
accepting applications for creative
energetic staff to join our team.
Also need assistant director. Call
266-9622 now.

FREE T-SHIRT RAFFLES. Thursday,
April 14, in the Event Center. AS.
WANTED
Campus Recreation Intramural
Basketball Championships 5-10pm. WANT TO PURCHASE posters,
newspapers, buttons etc. from
924-5962.
the Black Panther Party. Call
Interested in creative thought? Samuel Brooks (510)654-7862.
SPILLED INK, an independent
creative writing magazine is
selling its latest isssue. Call
EMPLOYMENT
Terence 924-5972 or 295-4937.
P.O. Box 8362, Si, CA 95155.
GET PAID& HAVE FUN hi the WI.
YMCA needs enthusiastic camp
TELEPHONE BILLS TOO HIGH? leaders to work with youth in
Are you tired of feeling broke after South Si. June 20- Sept 3. More
paying your bills? SAVINGS OF Fri.. 40 hrs/wk. $170.-$240. wk.
CONSUMER RESOURCES offers Call 226-9622 for more info,
students discounted longdistance
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
service. Easily cut your telephone
costs by more than 30% & save
Part time, experienced in
money. Send $5.00 & SASE for
MS ACCESS and FOXPRO. $$$
info packet & start saving now:
David 262-1958.
Savings Of Consumer Resources
(SO.C.R.) P.O. Box 21345, San Jose, CPA CANDIDATES Accounting
CA 95151.
firm offers 12 hours per week
during school. Will train. Fr/So
100% PURE ADRENALINE 111111 status only. Good language.
Experience the lhnii of free falling 371-3445, 8 - 10 am only.
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydiving center. Come join us CASHIERS - 4th & Santa Clara
for a tandem jump and enjoy your Chevron, All shifts available, full or
first skydive with only 45 minutes part time. 295-3964.
of training. For the true thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefall RECEPTIONIST P/T: 10-3pm
course and find yourself on the (flexible). 35 wpm. Excl. customer
fastest road to becoming a skills a MUST! Flexible - willing to
certified skydiver, starting with a six expand duties, variety of tasks.
hour class and a mile long freefall Benefits. $7/hr. Call Carole @
the same day. Videos of your jump 408-492-1680.
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads. ACCOUNTING STUDENT Part
For more info call (510)634-7575. time to assist CPA with ongoing
project in Fremont. General
office knowledge helpful.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge. (510) 256-7930.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
CLERICAL / PACKAGING, Small
software co. Part-time, flex hrs.
For brochure see kS. Office or
close to campus. Good comm.
call (800)655-3225.
skills, computer knowledge. Prefer
Talk ABOUT IT. YOU AS A MARINE freshman/soph. Call 298-0828.
Officer! Leading, learning.
supervising. Paid summer ENGLISH TEACHER wanted Mon,
training. Participate with out Wed, Fri. 4:00- 5:00. $10/hr. F/T
obligation. Over 25 career paths. poss. Nancy 2932451 .554-6634.
If you want to know more. call
SECURITY- $70078 $12.00 /14R.
1-800-PLC-USMC.
Security / Control Center / EMT’s
Weekly Pay Checks.
MODELS, ACTORS, ACTRESSES.
Local agent seeks fresh talent. Medical / Dental / Vacation Pay.
Full-time or Part-time.
Nationwide exposure possible.
Stes:Mt.Mew/Milpitas/SJ/S Clara
Call 249.9737 or FAX 249-1233.
No experience Necessary.
Day shift starts: 6, 7 or 8 am.
LOSE UP TO 16 POUNDS IN 15
Swing shift starts: 3 or 4 pm.
days. 100% reffea1100% goanteed.
For free color brochure call Grave shift starts: 11 or 12 pm.
Apply: 8am -5pm, Mon.- Fri.
1.800-672-0135.
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
AMAZING THIGH CREAM. 100%
natural. For free color brochure.
COUNSELOR/SMLLS TRAINER to
Call 1-800.672-0135.
work with DD adults. 6 mo exp.
$6./hour. Fremont 510226.0505.

GENERAL HELP for small mattress
store. Close to SJSU. PT/FT flex
hours. Informal atmosphere,
jeans 011. Immediate. 294-5478.

FOR SALE

SECOND PART TIME COMPUTER
SYNCHRONIZED ACTION SKIER. & clerical clerk (some phone).
Pro-Form Lifestyle 2000. With time, Exper w/ WORD & EXCEL. Good
$5.50/hr. Downtown Si.
speed & distance monitor. $40.
Call Thao 947-2207.
XInt cond. Like new. 277-1145.

LOST & FOUND
LOST WOMEN’S WATCH ON 4/4,
near 7th Street garage. Gold
band, white face, Citizen. High
sentimental value. 363-8752.

VOLUNTEERS
DO YOU LOVE RABIES &TODDLERS?
Non-profit Family Service Assoc. is
looking for daytime volunteers to
provide childcare for up to 4 hours
week while their mothers attend
counseling sessions in dowitomi
San Jose. Tue. 10am 3pm.. Wed.
9am- Noon., Thur. 5:30pm 8pm.
Cell Child Watch at 288.6200.

SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Currently hiring for various full &
part-time teaching positions for
preschools IL school-age programs
(extended day care). ECE units
required for both preschool &
school-age programs or elementary
education units may apply for
school-age programs only. Expere
ence preferred. Substitute positions available. flexible schedule
does not interfere with your school
or stucty time! Advancement opportunities available with our 20
schools located throughout the bay
area. Medical/Dental benefits
available for full-time employees.
Please call 408/257-7326 to
discuss your interest & availability.

failed attempts to hold a job.
The court also heard the attorney for Felix Koehnen, the
youngest defendant at age 16,
insist that Koehnen and Christian
Buchholz, 21, were innocent.
The attorney predicted Buchholz
and Koehnen would go free
before the trial is over because
prosecutors erred in their haste
to make arrests after the May 29
killing.

Phone: 924-3277 U FAX: 924-3282

B E A FRIEND!
Caring and friendly volunteers
needed to help Individuals
with mental illness become
independent! Flexible hours!
Training and support given.
Gain practical experience for
psychology, social work, OT,
nursing or related fields.
Call Teresa Jackson at
408/526-1288 or 408/287-21321

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FOKIID (AP) -Japan’s
fractious ruling coalition,
which nearly fell apart
after the prime minister
announced he was quitting,
neared agreement Wednesday
on a candidate to replace him:
Foreign Minister Tustomu
Hata.
Parliament was expected to
vote early next week on a successor for Prime Minister Morihiro Hosokawa, who threw
Japanese politics into confusion
last week by saying he would
resign to take responsibility for
an emerging financial scandal.
If the left-leaning and con-.
servative factions in Hosolcawa’s
coalition can stay together and
preserve their majority. Hata
probably will win the vote.
Although he belongs to the
coalition s more conservative ’
faction and was once a member of the opposition Liberal
Democratic Party, Hata has
championed the promised
reforms that formed the coalition’s main appeal to scandalweary voters.
Hata, 58, heads the Japan
Renewal Party, and has been
elected to the powerful lower ,
house of Parliament nine
times.

4

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
senAces advertised below nor is
there any guarantee Impled. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings de not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

9

Japanese prime
minister resigns,
names succesor

Top Singapore statesman said
U.S. dares not punish criminals
ElSINGAPORE (AP) - Singapore’s elder statesman
says the outcry over the case of
an American teen-ager sentenced to be flogged explains
why the United States is in
social "chaos."
The United States "dares not
restrain or punish the individuals, forgiving them for whatever
they have done," former Prime
Minister Lee Kuan Yew said.
"That’s why the whole country
is in chaos. Drugs, violence,
unemployment and homelessness, all sorts of problems in its
society."
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DEU VERY EVES 5-9. Hourly + tips.
Many different restaurants. West
Si area. Own car + ins. 369-9401.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS!
Counselors, Specialists: arts,
nature, gymnastics, horseback
(Western, English, 8,, Vaulting),
kitchen and RN/EMT for girls
camp in Santa Cruz Mountains.
Salary, room & board. Contact
Ghl Scouts of Santa Clara County
at 408-287-4170. Day Camp
positions in SJ also available.
Positions include: Class II drivers,
assistant camp director &
counselors.
ACUFACTS, INC.
Security guards/patrol officers
Full-time/Part-time. An shifts.
Apply Mon. -Fri. 8am-6pm.
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose.
(408)296-5880.

RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS this
summed Summer management
internships available with
Student Works Painting.
For info call 1.800295-9675
EARN GREAT MONET
Environmental company
expanding in the Bay Area
seeks motivated indrviduals with
good people skills. PT/FT.
Training provided.
408.262-1442.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
to $2,000+/mo. on Cruise Ships
or Land-Tour companies. Summer
8, full-time employment available.
No experience necessary. Call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C6041.
FEMALES MODELS for Silicon
Valley posters/postcards. Contact
Joe Anthony @ Silicon Valley
Scenes (408)247-8779.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Greet benefits.
Call 1800-4364365 ext. P-3310.
AA CRUISE &TUVE. Employment
Guide. Earn big $$$ + travel the
world free! (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry, busy spring &
summer seasons approaching.
Free student travel club membership! Call (919)929-4398 est. C1B1.
ALASKA FISHERIES Summer
employment. Earn up to $15.000.
this summer in canneries. proces
sors, etc. Male/female. No exp.
necessary. Room/board/travel
often provided! Guaranteed success! (919) 929-4398 ext. 4181.

3 BEDROOM 2 BATH VICTORIAN
near downtown, restored to new
condition in 1987. New kitchen,
baths, tile, appliances. furnace,
garage & more. $1045 per mo. +
$895 dep 354-8913 or 4813295.

OPPORTUNITIES
HOME- BASED BUSINESS $
Home based businesses are
growing at an alarming rate.
Cash in on this money making
opportunity and get your share
of this multi -million dollar
a year legitimate indusity.
"No gimmicks". Learn how you
can earn as much as $50,000.
within the next 3 months.
HURRY! Please send $5.00,
for an informational packet, to
L.J. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429
San Jose. CA 95157-0325,

RENTAL HOUSING

1920’S 1 BDRM. APARTMENT.
Unique! Parking, hardwood, yard.
Financially responsible, clean
quiet
& sober. Single occupancy.
B.A.
ORS.
F YOU WILL HAVE A
by this spring 1994. are of $575. + deposit. 551 S. 6th St.
Mike
292-3239.
diverse ethnicity, and would like to
work with pre-schoolers with
disabilities, explore the opportunity BRAND NEW EVERYTHING!
to train with some financial Be the first to occupy these
assistance. For more information. newly upgraded units. Studios.
call 924-3762 or inquire in one and two bedrooms from
Sweeney Hall 210.
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU.
Parking. Cable ready. Ask about
move in bonus. $400. dep.
No pets. 55 South 6th St.
408-292-5174,
Certain advertisements In
these C01111111115 may refer
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
the reader to specific
in landmark bldg. Huge windows,
telephone numbers or
miniblinds, new appliances
addresses for additional
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
Intimation. Classified
Neutral carpet, intercom entry.
readers should be remindgated covered parking, laundry
ed that, when maidng
room.Great
views! 1 blk from
these hither contacts,
campus. 2 persons OK Rent from
they should require com$640.
Aspen
Vintage Tower
plete information before
297-4705.
sending money for goods
or services. In addition.
780 S. 11th STREET APTS, Large
readers shouts] carefully
2 bdrm./2 ba. $745. -$795, Into.
Investigate firms offering
Responsive management. Walk or
employment
ride bike to school. Very clean,
listings a coupons for
roomy & remodeled. Secured
discount vacations or
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
merchandise.
TV. Ample parking. Call 288-9157.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $acoo+ Er, two months.
Room & board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience
necessary! (206) 545-4155 ext.
46041.

2 Bedroom Apartment $750/mo.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close in
Modern Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
408-998-0300. Minutes from
San Jose State. Spacious 2
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths.
Ideal for students and roommates. Swimming pool, saunas,
weight room & club house.
Quality living at a reasonable
rate. 1750 Stokes St.

PROFESSIONAL BODY MASSAGE
Give yourself a healthy gift
you can afford. 1. hr session
$25.0011
Swedish or sports massage.
House calls also. Call Paul at
7380929.
LEGAL SERVICES
Criminal Defense
Drunk Driving
Theft Charges
Drug charges
Personal Injury
Auto/Motorcycle injuries
Slip & Fall injuries
No fee if no recovery.
BEHZADI LAW OFFICES
111 N. Market St. #3:6, Sankar
Tel: 408.971-3661.

MEN 8 WOMEN- BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving. waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip- Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
SERVICES
1/2 price if made before June 30.
FREE SERVICES to currently 1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
enrolled students. CAREER 621 E. Campbell Ave. *17.
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT Campbell .1408)379-3500.
offers job listings, Job search
assistance, job fairs. career STUDENT MASSAGE! 23 year
counseling, interest testing, old offers healthy, full body
career workshops, and career Physical Therapy Massage.
/employer info. Register for the Minorities encouraged too.
24 hour job hotline. Visit BC13 Myself: Honest & nice appearance.
Page 552-0885 for callback
or call 924-6033 for details.
from Robert.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST
30% DISCOUNT
w/B.A. and 15 years experience
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
is now accepting students wishing
Enhance your natural beauty!
to excel at guitar or bass. All
levels and styles apply. Beginning,
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expres June 1st. 1994.
Intermediate, and advanced in
4084783500
jazz, rock, fusion, blues, funk,
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
408.298.6124.
Campbell. CA 95008.
WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING,
all subjects. Versatile, expert
INSURANCE
service. Fast turnaround. Free FAX
delivery. 800777-7901.
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT
WRITING HELP. Professional ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet Sk, Motorcycle,
editing. rewriting, proofing, ghostBoat. Home owners Insurance.
writing. Letters, reports, books,
"Alumni" serving "Students’
essays, theses. articles, etc. For
...Talk to me. I’ll help you.
more info please cat Dave Bolick,
510401-9554. VISA/MASTER- DUI? Accidents? Suspended tic?
Call me. (Don) 403247-3734.
CARD. FAX. Emergencies 0.K
Open on Sat/Sun with 8OPt only!
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
AUTO INSURANCE
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Campus Insurance Service
Specialist. Confidential.
Special Student Programs
Your own probe or disposable.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
"Great Rates for Good Dryers"
247-7486.
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"

MLA, and Turabian formats;
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Murficar" Quick & Speedy turnaround;
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/4410504.
NO HAS-n F
NO OBLIGATION
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
*Term papers *Group projects
*Thesis "Letters *Applications
TRAVEL
*Restyles *Tape transcription, etc.
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
REAL CHEAP TRAVEU
Laser printer. Days & evenings.
Discount air tickets to Europe
and the Orient. Special London
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.
summer fare $498. R/T.
Buy now for the summer season. EXPERIENCED Word Processor..
Special student fares. Call now! Retired secretary. Let me do .
DISCOUNT TRAVEL DESK
the typing!! Resumes, term
1-800-690-9030.
papers. theses, etc. Grad
& undergrad. IBM Computer.
Laser printer. Fax machine.
CATCH A JETI
Nortary Public. Appointment
Europe $269.
New York - $129.
necessary. Call Anna at
Call for program description!
972-4992.
AIRHITCH 01-800397 1098.
201145 PROFESSIONAL Emplane&
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO? Typing & transcription for AU. your
needs including COLOR. CoPying.
Hawaii. Mexico, Europe?
Cali for low air fares.
binding & FAX available. Pick up
Great low prices for cruises too! & delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Make your vacation plans now.
Timeliness & satisfaction
Cali Arlene 408,997-3647.
guaranteed. Tutoring available
in some subjects. Contact Candi
at (408)369-8614.

WORD PROCESSING
CALL MARCIA 266-9448
for Word Processing Services
Edit & Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Tenn Papers.
APA Tribble MLA
Grammar, Punct., Phrasing
Tables, Graphs, & Charts.
Will also edit disks.
600 op, Laser Printing
Resumes/Cover Letters
Inteimitional Studsab Welcome
10 minutes from campus!

PROFS:9510M Word Processing.
Theses. term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters. etc.
All formats, especially APA.
Experienced, dependable. quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (408)2644504.
I HATE TO TYPEI
If this got your attention, grve yourself a break. Let me do it for you!
Pick up and delivery $1.00.
Resumes. term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Call Julie 445-0707.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers/
theses our specialty. Laser printing. Free spell check and storage.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul cr Virginia 408-2510449.

SCHOLARSHIP SERV,.
SS MONEY FOR COLLEGE $S
on .,rc a,mec!
Scholarship matching
guaranteed! FREE informative
booklet! 24 hour recording!
Call now! Toll Free!
1(800) 434-6015 ext 1210.
CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPS111
The private sector wants to fund
your education! Billions of 5$ in
corporate financial aid goes
unclaimed each year. Why?
People don’t know where or how
to apply for it. Learn how to tap
into this valuable resource.
Call now: 408-236-3747.

BILUONS available for your
HAYWARDFREMONTUNION CITY education. all students qualify)
Wordprocessing and typing: Free message 18001666-GRAD.
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA.

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad hose.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Marketing major uses experience, brings Hot Spots to campus
BY lack Bunting

Spar= Daih Staff iMitor

Most Marketing majors wait
until after graduation to gain job
experience, but junior David
Eshaghoff decided early to test
what he has learned at SJSU and
offer students help having fun at
the same time.
Eshaghoff got together with
10 downtown businesses to create a card that offers holders sizable discounts on admission,
food, and drinks
The $15 buys the card and a
T-shirt. The card is good for the
entire calendar year. Eshaghoff
said he plans to have a new card
set up each year.
Eshaghoff said he started
noticing fewer students frequenting local downtown San
Jose night spots compared to two
ears ago.

to drink before going to clubs.
He pointed out the $2.50
Cinebar charges for one 12 oz
beer can buy a 40 oz bottle of
malt liquor at 7-11.
"Plus, you don’t have to tip,"
he said.
Despite gripes by many students that going out downtown
is just plain too expensive, Clayton Morrison, manager of Toons
nightclub, said business since the
bar opened in December 1991
has increased, especially since
they started offering 50-cent
draft beers a few times a week.
Joel Eden, who works the
door at Toons, said the increase
in business has made the bar
hire more people to check IDs.
He was the only person at the
door when he started over a year
ago, but now the club employs
four people to do the job.

"It seems like no one ever
goes out around here anymore.
People want to go out but they
can’t afford it," he said.
Radio Television senior Pat
Horton said many SJSU students
he knows do not have a lot of
extra money to spend to go out.
"A lot of their parents support
them but don’t give them money
to party;" he said.
Horton said he has noticed
beers have gone up on average
50 cents in the last two years.
Eshaghoff attributes SJSU students having less money to
spend for going out to a more
than double CSU fee hike since
the late ’80s and a down cycle in
the present economy.
Besides leaving his ATM card
at home when he goes out on
the town, Horton said one way
he andhis friends save money is

T-shirt has been available since
Monday. Eshaghoff said figuring
out a way to sell them is the only
part of the project that has not
fully come together. In the
meantime, they can be purchased from any of his ATO fraternity brothers.

pinion by local downtown businesses exposed Eshaghoff to
what may lie ahead for him after
graduation.
"It opened my eyes in many
ways to how business works. In
retail, the customer would come
to me. With this, I had to go to
them and convince them they
needed it (the product)," he
said.
Eshaghoff said his experience
as a bar back at the Saddlerack
gave him insight into what bar
owners want_
"I found out how competitive
the bar scene is the owners
need people to go there. I
remember when club Oasis was
’the shit.’ Now it has changed
and the owner will do anything
to get the SJSU crowd back in,
he said.
The "Hot Spots ’94" card and

He said patrons always coinplain about paying the $4 cover
charge. Eshaghofrs card will
entitle holders free admission.
Creating the "Hot Spots ’94"
card and T-shirt started with
Eshaghoff trying to convince
local downtown business owners
it was a good idea and that he
was dependable.
"You have to know how to talk
to them. I really had to prove
myself to the owners," he said.
Having contracts drawn up by
a lawyer who is an alumnus of
SJSU and Eschaghoffs fraternity,
Alpha Tau Omega, gave him
credibility and protection.
"If any of the businesses want
to back out of the deal once peopie have bought the card, they
can’t," he said,
Having worked retail for the
last seven years, soliciting partici-
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KAPLAN MCAT
admission

Over 250, 000 Students Have Prepared with KAPLAN for the MCAT
Who passes the test prep test? KAPLAN does!
Ask the others how they compare

KAPLAN
$775

$695

1 MCAT-based prep, matched to AAMC curriculum

basketball

2 Comprehensive MCAT science review
3 Over 30 years of MCAT prep experience

CD

4 Training Library with over 3,600 practice questions and explanations

cD
CD

5 National Director is an MD
6 Full-time national research stall of MA. MDs, and PhDs
7 Full-length Virtual Reality MCAT and 3 proctored simulated MCATs

cD

8 5-volume set of Home Study Books-indexed for easy reference

CD

9. Personal tutoring at no additional cost, regardless of class attendance

CD
CD
CD

10. Detailed analysis of answer choices for released AAMC materials
11. Scholarship assistance available
12. Flexible class schedules; easy make-ups
13. Centers open days, evenings, and weekends; over 60 hours a week
14. Video Review series in addition to live classes

for more infommtion
(

CD
CD
CD
CD

15. Toll -free MCAT Hotline
16. Computer-analyzed diagnostic testing

) 924 ..59 5 0

17. 12 Extra MCAT Intensive Care Clinics covering AAMC practice items

Classes for the August MCAT start soon!

associated students
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. the belongings acquired over time that serve
diate purpose. 2. objects that seem to merely occupy
hings that should be stored at Safe Place Storage!
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SUMMER

11h,

$895

’FIRST MONTH FREE RENT WITH MINIMUM 2 MONTH RENTALPERIOD.
OFFER GOOD TO NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY ON SELECTED SPACES SUBJECT
TO AVAILABILITY. OFFER EXPIRES 6/1/93

SAN JOSE
STATE
UNIVERSITY
CONTINUING
EDUCATION
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STORE YOUR STUFF
FOR FREE*
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Information Center
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WOO, WILLOW GLEN
900 Lonus Street
Off Lincoln Avenue
Near Highway 280
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947-8775

SANTA TERESA
6880 Santa Teresa Blvd.
Bernal Road Exit
Off Highway 101

281-0400

CALL NOW WHILE WE STILL HAVE SPACE AVAILABLE!
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Office Hours
Monday thru Saturday: 9am to opm
Sunday: 9am to 5pm
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Gate Hours
Monday thru Saturday: 7am to 7pm
Sunday: 9am to 5pm
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SJSU’S MUSIC DEPARTMENT:

EXPRESSIONS OF STYLE
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CHILLINI AT THE BASTILLE
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John Jee
Ismael mador, 69, graduated
from the SJSU music department
in 1971. e is now
mrolre with the WU
Symphony Orchestra.
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Free Comedy...No Joke!

The springlling thing
(I) affodils are blooming all over San
Jose and the air is
filled with the pungence of
jasmine. The sun is shining;
baseball season has begun. It’s
the perfect time to be in love
and it sure seems like everybody is but me.
I must be the only single
person on the planet. Or at
least on campus. Everywhere
I go, couples are strolling and
cooing, hand-in-hand.
At the ripe old age of 25,
my grandfather is already calling me his "old maid granddaughter" and it doesn’t look
like anything will change in
the near future. How am I
supposed to meet a compatible mate when all I do is sleep,
work and study?
Even my co-workers have
been smitten by the sweetheart epidemic. Bartenders
and cocktail servers alike have
been coupling off like some
California version of Noah’s
Ark.
Don’t suggest that I spend
more time with my family. My
parents bought a new house
in Folsom last summer and
have since fallen in love again.
My youngest sister goes
nowhere without her live-in
boyfriend and my other sister
and her husband just can’t
understand why I don’t "grow
up and settle down"whatever that means.
It sounds like what it
means is find someoneany
onewho can put up with me
and buy a house with a white
picket fence and vow in front
of a crowd of friends and family we never much liked any-

CONTRIBLTING This ISSLJE:

Tio Calmly Clib

FUN+ Food .1. SpIrItt

Please don’t eat this ad,
bring it to Knuckleheads Comedy Club
and receive free admission!

Call 998-HAHA
Kmueklelseaels Comedy Club
At San Jose Live -I50 S. First Street
Must be at least 21. Valid w/reservations only.
Expires 5/30/94
NO DRINK MINIMUMS, NO HASSLES,
JUST GREAT comanr
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way that we will never have
any fun again as long as we
live.
So I guess being single has
a few advantages. At least I’ve
retained my independence. I
can drink milk right out of the
carton. I can watch whatever I
want on TV. I can go where I
want, when I want and with
whom I want.
Okay, so not with whom I
want. I go where I want when
I want, but it’s usually by
myself.
But I’m not bitter.

Spring is the time to do
things in pairs and I, evidently, am left completely out of
the loop.
Miniature golfing alone
feels pretty stupid, renting
videos alone is depressing and
going out to dinner alone is
out of the question.
"Just one in your
party?"really means "You’re
eating all by yourself? Are
you really such a big loser that
you can’t even find someone
to eat with? How embarrassing that must be for you."
It wouldn’t be so bad, I suppose, but I’m actually ready
for the pain in the butt of hay-

ing a boyfriend. I’m lonely.
I want someone to share an
ice cream cone with. I want
someone to go to the movies
with and to study with.
I want someone to lounge
around in front of the TV with
when I should really be doing
something productive like
writing a column for
"Etcetera."
I may as well get used to
being alone because, as my
mother has so gently pointed
out, I am a loser magnet. My
biggest moment was a couple
semesters ago when I went
out with a guy who actually
had a job. He really looked
cute in his McDonald’s uniform.
All right, it wasn’t really
that bad. I got Happy Meals
any time I wanted.
My best friend says she
wishes she were single and
had all the freedom I have.
Easy for her to say while she’s
picking out china patterns.
She has no idea what it’s like
to be plucking her eyebrows
and watching "A Current
Affair"on a Thursday night.
She’s got a guaranteed escort
to every social function that
comes up for the rest of her
life.
Of course, I can’t think of a
function I’d really want to
attend with her boyfriend, so
maybe she’s right after all. I
think I’ll finish up this column
and go outside to smell the
jasmine and the daffodils all
by myself.
Holly Celeste Fisk
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Making the *areamiserable(s)
ove over
expect standing ovations but
Annie," the
they were on their feet,"
ward-winning
Alexander says. "I think the
"Les Miserables" is about to
Prime Minister was the first
one to stand."
pass you by as one of the top
Alexander was proud to see
five longest-running musicals
the group rise to the occasion,
on Broadway.
even though it was their first
On April 20th, "Les Miseroverseas trip.
ables" will return to the Bay
The troupe, called the MarArea for its only 1994 Northern
California
appearance.
Currently
finishing an
11 -week tour
through Singapore, the
troupe will be
Itichantl..".rander, Armor
performing at
the Flint Center in Cupertino for an
engagement
ius company, is in its sixth year
of only two weeks.
of touring. There have been
Director Richard J. Alexannine productions of "Les Miserder says his troupe is ready to
ables" since its Broadway openget home after being away for
ing in March 1987.
so long.
The producer, Cameron
"Everyone is looking forward to being back to the U.S.," Mackintosh, has presented
more than 300 productions
Alexander says. "There’s no
worldwide. His international
place like home."
hits include "The Phantom of
This troupe is the first to
the Opera," "Cats," and "Miss
ever perform "Les Mis" in SinSaigon."
gapore and they did not know
"Les Miserables" is based on
what to expect from the
Victor Hugo’s classic novel,
crowds.
"They’ve (the audience) been which sweeps through three
decades of 19th-century France
amazing. We were told not to

People lore seeing it
again and again. They
follow the actors’ careers.’

before the Revolution. The
main character, Valjean, is a
fugitive who spends his life
running from the cruel inspector Javert.
Alexander believes that "Les
Miserables" will run as long as
the public wants to see it.
"I think part of it is if
Cameron produces a show,
people will look at it as a success," Alexander says.
"Cameron has changed the
quality of first-class theatre."
The Marius group consists of
37 actors. Each plays between
six and 22 characters in a performance. The only characters
who remain the same people
are the main characters, Valjean
and Javert.
Craig Schulman, who plays
Valjean, has played the character more often than any other
actor on Broadway.
"Schulman may be the best
Valjean I’ve ever had," Alexander says.
Other Broadway actors
include David Masenheimer
and Kristy Baron, who play
Javert and Fantine.
Gary Mauer, who plays a
student revolutionary leader,
has been so successful in this
show that he is being sent to
Broadway.
Alexander promises the
audience an excellent show.

"This cast is superior to the
San Francisco company,"
Alexander says. "It will be a
’Les Mis’ they will remember
forever."
He credits the show’s ongoing success to the fans.
"People love seeing it again
and again. They follow the
actors’ careers," Alexander
says. "As long as you feed talent to ’Les Mis’ it will go on
forever."
"Les Miserables" was first
presented by Mackintosh and
the Royal Shakespeare Company in October of 1985. Since its

opening, "Les Mis" has been
seen by more than 11 million
people worldwide for a total
gross exceeding $850 million.
The musical, produced in 14
languages, has been performed
in 145 cities in 20 different
countries.
Tickets are on sale and "Les
Miserables" will play at the
Flint Center for two weeks,
from April 20 to April 30. After
its Bay Area performance, the
troupe will head to St. Louis
and then to Florida.
Cara Broglia
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Publicity photo

’Les Miserables" players in "Lovely Ladies," a scene from the Marius troupe production.
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GARY SINGH: klectr,,-Acou.ti(j
Singh explores sound at
Gary
the bare edges of musical
respectability. He is in his
final semester as an undergraduate in
the electro-acoustics program at SJSU,
where he has pushed sound away
from its traditional musical context.
"I’m fascinated with sounds that
irritate most people," Singh says.
"Some people would consider it noise,
nothing to do with music, but there’s
few people who really don’t like it."
Singh’s music is entirely generated
by computer programming. According to Singh, there are unlimited possibilities. Any sound can be created,
but each has to be programmed.
"I don’t think about whether it’s

ISMAEL AMADOR: Cclii
69, Ismael Amador is still giving to
Atthe music program at SJSU. After
majoring in music, Amador graduated from SJSU in 1971.
He still practices several times a week in the
Music Building and plays cello for the SJSU
Symphony Orchestra.
"I feel a kind of gratitude to the university
which! try to return," Amador says. "Mostly, I
come here to help the orchestra."
Amador has played cello since his high
school days in Lima, Peru. He attended the
Conservatory of Music in Lima and performed
with the Orquestra Filarmonica de Lima
before emigrating to the United States.
"We always look at the U.S. as the center for
realizing our dreams. All my brothers got
what they wanted here, so that’s what! did,
too," Amador says.
In addition to his contributions at SJSU,
Amador plays with the Stanford University
Symphony Orchestra. He has also retired from
a music teaching career with the San Jose Unified School District.
Amador found himself without a cello after
an accident with the cello he brought back
from Peru.
"I fell on it and completely destroyed it."
He bought a cello in disrepair for $100 from
San Jose Unified School District. The cello
lacked a bridge and strings at the time. A
friend made it operable and Amador has been
playing it ever since.
"This cello was impossible to play," says
Amador. "I bought it because sometimes there
are things hidden in it which you have to discover. The more you work them, the more
they respond."
"It’s coming along nicely now. The string
instruments are more expressive because
they’re closer to you," Amador says.
Amador enjoys the time he gives to his
music in retirement.
"That’s what I always wanted, to play my
cello for pleasure. That’s what I always wanted."
4 0 April 14, 1994 )
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music. It’s not important," Singh says.
"If there’s anything that I’m becoming
less and less influenced by, it’s music.
I’m into bastardized technology, pretty much."
Singh has played the piano since he
was 10 years old. He first became
interested in electronic music while
taking lessons from one of Professor
Allen Strange’s close friends.
"I’ve always had a fascination with
unusual types of sound," Singh says.
According to Singh, most computer-generated music programs focus on
research and software development.
"Here the focus is more on creating
art. Technology is so out of control.
People create the music just because

the technology is there. The art gets
completely lost in the program."
According to Singh, some people
use computer-generated music for
conventional sounds and instruments.
It can be used for accompaniment.
"I tend to be a more performanceoriented person. I like to do a lot more
live, interactive pieces," Singh says.
"It’s a lot more than just music; you
pretty much have to live in the studio.
If you leave it alone, you forget what
you’ve learned."
Singh’s music can be heard on
KFJC, Foothill College’s radio station,
tonight at 10 p.m. KFJC has devoted
that hour to computer-generated
music for the last ten years.
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JESSICA ALDERSON: Volce
Alderson has been singing operas since she
was a kid. When she wasn’t singing famous operas,
she was composing her own on the spot. I want to be
an pera singer," Alderson says. "For me personally, to perform, I find opera more fulfilling (than other types of musical performances)."
Alderson has already established herself as a presence in
the voice program at SJSU. She is a member of Opera San
Jose, where she works under a leading mezzo-soprano at
the Metropolitan Opera, Irene Dalis.
"I’m a mezzo-soprano," Alderson says. "The color of my
voice is richer and heavier; that’s what makes me a mezzosoprano. Mezzo-sopranos get their voices around 28 years
of age. It takes eight years of study to really sing."
Alderson, who is 21, has been taking voice lessons for
four years. She expects to hit her stride at around 25.
"It’s very personal when it’s your voice. It’s you. If people don’t like your voice you take it very personally."
"I want it. I want it, but I have constant doubts," she
says, referring to her desire to be an opera singer. "When I
have a bad day, a bad lesson, it ruins everything until I have
a good day."
According to Alderson, it is very important to be true to
your natural inclinations.
"People fail rapidly if they try to be someone they’re
not."
Alderson teaches music to pre-schoolers and kindergarteners. She also directs a church choir for children.
"My jobs are paying my rent right now. It’s a great way
to pay your bills."

MASARU KOGA: Saxophone
Masaru Koga, "Mas," gave up the
dream of becoming a musician a
long time ago because of financial
problems. He came to SJSU to study education.
He later switched majors from psychology to
business and finally chose musk. "I just
couldn’t seem to give it up so I decided to take
a risk," Koga says.
Koga is in his second year in the improvisational music program, where he plays sax with
the Latin/Jazz Ensemble and the World Jazz
Ensemble.
"I’m busy thinking about what kind of musician to become, technique-wise," says Koga.

StorieN by Dhyana Wood

"I’m still fighting my horn. I want to master my
horn, to be able to play as if I’m talking and
really be spontaneous."
Koga expects it will take a longtime, 10 or 20
years perhaps, to find his own voice.
According to Koga, the improvisational
music studies program has given him the
chance to learn a lot of different points of view
toward improvisation and jazz idioms.
"Jazz is a different language," Koga says.
"You need to listen to everybody else to communicate. You could be monstrous on the bandstand, but if you don’t listen, you don’t communicate."
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1968 times were not
Invery optimistic for the 19year-old Salif Keita.
While living in the Malian capital of Bamako, he had the problems of poor eyesight, no social
standing and being rebellious.
His only savior was music, and
Keita’s choice to stick to it
probably saved him from a life
of crime.
"It seemed more noble to
play music than to steal," Keita
says.
Now Keita is a huge success
story as well as a star. After
many different projects, Keita’s
album "Amen" in 1992 put him
on the map. This album gave
him a Grammy nomination and
ranked him among the greatest
singers of Africa and Mali.
"Before, music was not a
career for Malians. Now we
have great musicians who are
pursuing modernism in very

CINEBAR
e

roots ways. I was the key that
opened the door," Keita says.
After touring in Europe and
Australia, Keita’s success has
started him on a U.S. tour,

which is a first for the musician. To commemorate the tour,
Keita came out with an album
with songs picked from a
career that started in 1970. The
album is called "The Mansa of
Mali: A Retrospective."
"Mansa" means "King of
Kings," and the man backs up
the title with his Caribbean-jazz

sound.
The work of Keita contains
songs from his albums "Soro,"
"Ko," "Ian" and "Amen." Of
the ten tracks on Keita’s album,
four are previously unreleased:
"Ignajidie," :"Djembe" and
"Dalimansa" from the French
film "L’enfant Lion." It also
includes a live
track called
"Mandjou,"
which is by far
the stand -out
of the compilation.
"Mandjou"
is an almost 13minute song
that’s very
intense, with a
mean horn and
a showing of
the Keita’s
strong voice.
The track is
reminiscent of

the Carnival in Brazilian scenes
from the film "Wild Orchid."
It’s very wild, but relaxing. The
rest of the album has upbeat
tracks with a similar sound, but
nothing that can quite compare
to "Mandjou."
The only drawback is having
to listen to Keita’s Mali tongue.

He has a mature sound that is
enjoyable, but it’s not an album
to go out of the way for. It
seems, though, like an album
that could be appreciated with
time.
Marc

Spears
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Jazz is a sound
Acid
only heard in the
underground or at
small clubs such as South First
Street’s Ajax Club. It is a mix of
soul, rap and beautiful jazz
instrumental music all put
together for a unique sound.
Although Brand New Heavies, Guru, Digable Planets,
Ronnie Jordan and US3 are all
popular acid jazz names, the
majority of acid jazz bands
haven’t jumped to the mainstream of cable television or
the radio. But if some radio stations or music programs give
CDs such as "This Is Acid Jazz:
New Voices" a listen, this
sound can be one to be cherished in the future.
This Instinct Records disc is
the fourth volume in the "This
Is Acid Jazz" series. It features
six different groups, with each
dropping two tracks on the
production. The album is also
different than those in the past
because it features four artists,

Exodus Quartet, Night Trains,
CFM Band and Swing
Machine, who will be releasing
full-length projects in ’94.
All the groups involved
have been on previous "This Is
Acid Jazz" compilations except
Swing Machine. The remaining
two groups include the James
Taylor Quartet and the Acid
Blues Project.

THIS
IS
ACID
AZZ

N1-wi voices

The six groups make up
jazzy songs that incorporate
many different sounds. All the
songs have strong jazz roots
but there are also influences of
african, techno, rhythm and

blues, spanish and rap easily
heard on the tracks. Each number is so strong that it is virtually impossible to pick a selected few to highlight. My recommendation is to just let the
whole the thing play.
"This Is Acid Jazz: New
Voices" showcases only a few
groups in this market, but the
small amount that are out are
all very talented. Acid Jazz on
the rap tip include Guru from
the group Gangstarr’s
"Jazzmattaz" and Digable
Planet’s "Rebirth of Slick."
"Rebirth of Cool" and volumes one through three of
"This is Acid Jazz" are also
good compilations to check
out. But for the top of the line
in acid jazz, just purchase anything by Ronnie Jordan and
Brand New Heavies. As for the
new group US3, save your
money and buy one of the
above.
Marc J. Spears
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wo Characteristic of wanton
cruelty, the folks at the Trocadero in San Francisco have
put together one of the most
powerful gigs since I can
remember. Reigning kings of
all that is thrash, Sepultura,
Clutch and Fear Factory will
be preying on the masochistic
tendencies of those who dare
the Friday night venue.
Some call the three bands
grind core, others, death
metal. Whatever the case,
these three outfits are too talented to subscribe to any
genre and too big to be
pigeonholed. Albeit every
moniker seems to imply
power and rage and are definitely attributes of the bands,
a refined musicianship in the
darker side of heavy music
defies classification.
But a live performance’
Now that would hurtthat
would hurt really bad.
Earplugs and elbow pads are
a necessity and a helmet is
probably a good idea.
Trocadero Transfer, 520
Fourth St., San Francisco. $15
at the door, 8 p.m. 415/9954600.
uP A poet has passed away an
unwanting recipient of fame
and an unwanted focus of
criticism. Kurt Cobain never
wanted to be on the cover of
any magazine and was fond
of telling interviewers so. But
when he and his band, Nirvana, became the voice of a
generation, the gentle-looking
27-year-old found himself living a dichotomous existence.
Although he hated the
media hype, Cobain felt a
tugging responsibility to the
fans he had touched. The
:yrics were personalsometimes sedate, sometimes
explosive. In either case, the
prose reached the ears and
hearts of almost every twentysomething in the United
States. And for all his anticorporate rock posturings, the
guitarist and singer eventually came forward to accept the
praise.
Only he knew why his life
had to end so soon. But only
we will know how much he is
missed. 1967 to 1994.

A LESS THAN COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO SAN JOSE EVENTS

THURC

DAY SATURfl

POCKING OFF IN SAN JOSE

Escape to a world of fantasy in
San Jose Cleveland Ballet’s
dazzling production based
upon Shakespeare’s popular
comedy, accompanied by the
San Jose Symphony. A tale of
magic, romance and mistaken
identities, "A Midsummer
Night’s Dream" is a breathtakingly beautiful ballet, featuring
award -winning scenery and
costumes and a magnificent
,,core by Mendelssohn that
includes the world-famous
"Wedding March." And when
you purchase tickets to the ballet, you will receive a $25 gift
certificate toward the cost of a
one-night stay at the Guest
Quarters Suite Hotel near the
beach in Santa Monica.
San Jose Center for the Performing Arts, 7:30 p.m.,Tickets $12 to
$40, Call 408/288-2800.

FRC

DAY

BREWING UP JAZZ
Dan Gordon, co-owner and
brewer of the Gordon Biersch
Brewery Restaurants, is
pleased to announce the return
of the popular Spring Jazz
Series at the San Jose Restaurant. Now
starting its
fifth year,
the
Spring Jai/
Series has
proven to be a
phenomenal success,
making Gordon Biersch
one of the premier
venues for jazz in the
Bay Area. All performances take place in the
Gordon Biersch beer garden. Tonight, the blues band
!Carbon Copy will play. Gordon
Biersch Brewery Restaurant San
Jose, 33 East San Fernando St.,
San lose, 9 p.m., to midnight, no
cover, 408/294-6785.

DAY

FABULOUS FIBERS
Fiber artists and weavers will
gather at the 1992 Conference
of Northern California
Handweavers at the Marin
Center in San Rafael to display
their best work and learn from
nationally known fiber artists.
The exemplary display of finely-crafted and well-designed
handwovens will amply illustrate the conference theme,
"Inspiration." The fiber and
design-oriented participant or
visitor will see a variety of
work, both innovative and traditional. Special galleries will
feature woven inspirations,
home furnishing fabrics and
fashion show garments. A
rainbow display of "The Dishtowel as Art" will celebrate our
rich cultural heritage as
expressed in the household
textile arts. There will be fiber
arts demonstrations and commercial exhibitors selling yamlooms, spinning wheels, books
and supplies.
Mann Civic Center, San Rafael .9
a.m. to 5 p.m., $6, Call 707/2247546.

SUN

DAY

COMICAL SEMINAR
Comic book professionals
including writers, agents,
artists and computer artists
will be available at the second
annual Santa Cruz comic
workshop sponsored
by Atlantis Fantasyworld for a
day of
discussion

groups
and
instruction.
Individual consultations will
be available for adults. Kids
between the ages of 10 and 15

will learn how to make their
own mini-comics. Register
ahead of time at Atlantis Fantasyworld because tickets will
not be sold at the door.
Dream Inn, Santa Cruz, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m., Call
408/426-0158.

Whaddya Say To A Guy Who’s Had The Same
Job For 50 Years, Has Never Called In Sick
Or Showed Up Late, Never Taken A Vacation
Or A Holiday, Never Asked For A Raise Or
Griped About His Bonus And, Believe It
Or Not, Has No Plans For Retirement?

Thanks.
Show Smithey how much you appreciate hot nt.m,
ig11.1.1ir by being twretul
with nutiche, and tampfire Remember or I nun, torten! tortm

THURSDAY
It’s the...

HOT 97.7
PARTY!
DAYS TILL SUMMER

970 DRINKS
EVERY TER RSD1Y NIGHT
Essm
NO COVER WITH THIS PASS .
ALL NIGHT!
wwwwsommesms
151)S. First Street
408 t ’94-5483
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Ryder’s and Banderas’ characterizations are rather cold,
especially that of Banderas,
who is extremely handsome,
but brings nothing to his role.
The movie has been repeatedly criticized for having a
European flavor rather than a
Latin one. August is right in his
depiction. An upper or uppermiddle-class family in any
Latin American country has a
strong European influence,
especially at the time the movie
is set.
August was attracted by
Allende’s universal view of her

story. "Whether set in the United States, Sweden or Latin
America, people have the same
feelings always; hatred,
revenge, passion, friendship,
solidarity, fear, greed. Human
beings are very similar. What
changes is the form, the texture,
but deep inside it is always the
same thing," Allende says.
Carolina Moroder

"AN OCTRAGEOCS,
WILD AND CRAZY COMEDY!"
Gra,,er ,EIN0.MERICAS WNW.

KATHLEEN TURNER

APRIL BLOWOUT SALE
30% off selcted items
Publicity photo

ovie review: "The JIo1i..Se oj
a novel is
When
made into a movie,
the usual reaction
is to compare them and tear
apart the movie. Bille August’s
recent movie, "The House of
the Spirits," is no exception.
Based on the novel by
Chilean writer Isabel Allende,
"The House of the Spirits" is a
family saga. Its author wrote it
in an attempt to hold memories
from her life and those of her
family.
It started as a letter to her
maternal grandfather when she
was living in exile in Venezuela.
Her grandfather called her to
tell her he had stopped eating
because he had decided to die.
She remembered he believed
that people die only when they
are forgotten and started writing the saga.
The novel became a best-seller in the Americas, but her
greatest popularity was in Germany, the Netherlands and
Scandinavia. It may be fitting
then that Danish director
August decided to film the
story
In the movie, the story is told
by Blanca (Winona Ryder), who
finds her mother’s diaries and
thus unfolds the saga, which
starts in the 1920s in an
unnamed South American
country.
Esteban Trueba (Jeremy
Irons) is the family patriarch.
He decides to marry the fairytale beauty Rosa del Valle and,
hoping to get enough money to
do so, he works in the gold
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mines. His dreams are broken
when Rosa suddenly dies from
drinking a poisoned liquor
meant for her father, a politician.
Rosa’s little sister, Clara, is
clairvoyant and said she had a
vision of a death in the family.
Believing that her words led to
Rosa’s death, she stops talking
and enters into a spiritual
dream world, recording all of
her experiences in her diaries.
Meanwhile, Trueba buys an
abandoned estate, Tres Marias,
making it the most productive
ranch in the area and becoming
a respected right-wing politician along the way.
When he goes to the capital
for his mother’s funeral, he
encounters the del Valle family
again and decides to go after
Clara (Meryl Streep) despite his
sister Ferula’s (Glenn Close)
warning of Clara’s insanity.
The two women meet without Trueba’s knowledge. Ferula
succumbs to Clara’s ethereal,
spiritual qualities. She is the
first person to give warmth and
friendship to the spinster. This
creates a bond between the two
women, which in the movie
seems a lesbian, but platonic,
relationship and in the novel an
enduring friendship. Trueba is
always jealous of his sister and
the power she has over his
wife. It seems as if these two
women defy him at every turn.
Neither of them will defy
him as his daughter Blanca
does. She falls in love with one
of her father’s workers, Pedro
(Antonio Banderas), challeng-
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ing the strict norms of her
country’s social stratification
and her family’s social condition. Pedro is also a revolutionary and defies Trueba in his
power.
Things are not only changing
in the Trueba family. The country is going through political
and social changes that Esteban
denies and Clara, despite the
impression that she is always in
a different world, dearly sees
and accepts.
Blanca seems to be the receptacle for all the passions in her
family. She lives a profound
love that will give her a daughter. She is captured and tortured by the military during a
coup d’etat. And finally, she
comes to terms with the family’s story, forgiving and continuing life through her daughter.
Jeremy Irons is impressive in
his role. He portrays the patriarch impeccably, from his
beginnings as a miner to his
zenith as a politician and the
later realization of his country’s
changes and his own decadence.
Close is also superb, representing a woman eluded by
love and kindness until she
meets Clara. Her character
moves from a dependent sister
who follows orders to a strong
and defiant woman.
Clara’s character is supposed
to be inundated with magic,
which Sheep conveys quite
well throughout the movie. The
screen, however, strips her of
the unseen power she holds in
the novel.
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Custom T-Shirtsi
Fast!
4-5 Days.

Affordable!

25 Ts $6.44 ea

Easy!
We provide you with one
hour free artwork. No
extra charges for screen
or set-up.
Prices quoted are for a one
color print on white 100%
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SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
April 12 - 19
Starting: 9 pm - 12 am
* $1 Beer & WeN Drinks
* FREE Polish Dogs on Thur. & Fri.
(whik they lost)
* 50t Pool & Electronic Darts
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S 5 II KEYES CLUB
396 Keyes St. (corner of 9th and Keyes)

